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Far from being mundane, exploring God's Word can be one of the greatest adventures of your life!

In the Bible you can interact with a living God who wants a personal relationship with you. And in

this unique workbook you will learn how to engage His words like never before.Based on the

inductive study techniques outlines in the bestselling Living by the Book, this workbook creates the

opportunity to grow in faith and knowledge through short, practical exercises and complete studies

of the books of Ruth and James. In simple step-by-step fashion, you will learn to:Observe: Learn

what to look for when interpreting the Bible, such as repeated phrases, key words, parallelism.

Interpret: Learn how to put together what you've observed to help you arrive at a passage's

meaning.Apply: Learn how to take a passage from its pageÂ to your life, letting it transform you.The

Bible isn't meant to beÂ a puzzle to piece together, but a gift to explore! This simple book will make

the Bible more accessible to you than you ever thought possible.
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The adventure of your life awaits!Â Far from being mundane, exploring Godâ€™s Word can be one

of the greatest adventures of your life! In the Bible you can interact with a living God who wants a

personal relationship with you. And in this unique workbook you will learn how to engage His words

like never before.Â Based on the inductive study techniques outlined in the bestselling Living by the

Book, this workbook creates the opportunity to grow in faith and knowledge through short, practical

exercises and complete studies of the books of Ruth and James. In simple step-by-step fashion,



you will learn how to:Â Observe. Let Scripture speak to you individually.Â Interpret. Develop the

tools to properly understand the biblical text.Â Apply. Learn how to allow Scripture to transform your

life.Â Start your journey today.

The late Dr. Howard G. Hendricks remains a legendary figure in the memory of countless Christians

worldwide. In sixty years at Dallas Theological Seminary, Â¿ProfÂ¿ Hendricks is estimated to have

taught more than 30,000 students, and through them now impacts tens of millions throughout the

world. He ministered in more than eighty countries through speaking engagements, radio, books,

and recordings (including the DVD series, Living By The Book). For a period of time he was also a

Bible teacher and chaplain for the Dallas Cowboys football team. Dr. Hendricks and his wife Jeanne

were married for sixty-five years, and he was the father of four children, five grandchildren, and

three great-grandchildren.WILLIAM D. HENDRICKS Bill Hendricks is President of The Giftedness

Center, a Dallas-based consulting firm specializing in organizational effectiveness and individual

career guidance. He is the author or coauthor of twenty books, including Your Work Matters to God,

Living by the Book, and The Power of Uniqueness. He has written for numerous publications and

shares his thoughts regularly at www.BillHendricks.net. Bill holds an undergraduate degree in

English from Harvard University, a master of science in mass communications from Boston

University, and a master of arts in biblical studies from Dallas Theological Seminary. He is the proud

father of three grown daughters by his late wife, Nancy, and is now re-married to Lynn Turpin

Hendricks.

Howard G. Hendricks & William D. Hendricks. Living by the Book: The Art and Science ofReading

the Bible. Orlando: Harcourt, Inc., 1991, 2007. 392 Pg. $18.99. ISBN 0-8024-0823-0. Reviewed by

Christopher L. Sanchez, Seminary Student.Living by the Book: The Art and Science of Reading the

Bible is both a practical and timeless book aimed squarely at the Bible student who struggles with

studying God's word. First published in 1991 and revised and updated in 2007 by Dr. Howard

Hendricks and his son Bill, this book essentially captures the class long taught at Dallas Theological

Seminary by Dr. Hendricks (p. 8). The book opens with a thoughtful introduction discussing the

reasons people do not study the Bible, why they should, and introducing Hendricks' process for

such study.After laying the necessary groundwork, the book transitions into the three main sections

that are discussed in great detail over the next 300 plus pages: observation, interpretation, and

application. Hendricks states without reservation that people no longer know how to read explaining

the shift from a word-based society to an image-based society (p. 66). He then presents ten



strategies for first-rate reading that his readers should find quite helpful followed immediately by six

things the student of the Bible should look for during their study.The authors move seamlessly from

observation to the next section focused on interpretation. In typical fashion, this section opens with a

chapter explaining the value of interpretation (p. 199 - 205). Hendricks also reminders readers that

differences in interpretation will occur and that it is important to keep in mind that the conflict is not in

the Scriptures but in the limited understanding men have of the text (p. 211). He then goes on to

provide five very helpful keys to interpretation.After his treatment of proper interpretation, Hendricks

moves on to the section that addresses application. Perhaps the most neglected area of Bible

study, application is the evidence of a life transformed. Hendricks wisely spends the time to explain

that there are things about a person that remains the same from cradle to grave pointing out that

people are God's workmanship (p. 308).Living by the Book: The Art and Science of Reading the

Bible is written in very a readable style that makes putting the book down difficult. It is rare that this

reviewer has been able to make such a statement about a reading assignment during studies at

Liberty. It is this readability that is a key strength of the book. Another key strength of the book is the

impression the reader has of actually attending a class being taught by Dr. Hendricks. The personal

stories used to relate the material are an integral part of the presentation of the material.Though

difficult to critique, the brevity of both the sections on interpretation and application do give this

reviewer pause. With observation consuming nearly half of the text, one would expect a treatment of

interpretation and application to be as thorough. This is clearly not the case. If length were a

concern, the section on observation could easily be shortened without losing the essential strengths

of the material allowing for a more in depth treatment of interpretation and application.Overall, this is

a book that is beneficial to seminary students, lay leaders, and new believers alike seeking tools to

better understand the Bible. In the opinion of this reviewer, the best use of Living by the Book: The

Art and Science of Reading the Bible may be as a primer for those newer to the faith seeking to

develop those basic skills for really studying Scriptures. Dr. Hendricks has taught countless

students techniques for better understanding God's word.

Best book ever for learning how to study the Bible. Howard Hendrix was the teacher of teachers. I

have the book and just received this workbook. I have Women's Bible Study at my home and I don't

want to give them the interpretation. I want the Holy Spirit to show them through careful observation.

This helps me to teach them, but is definitely not just for teachers.

It gets you in the text practicing the techniques learned from "Living by the Book." My only qualm is



that some of the exercises feel a bit fluffy, and with no teacher to guide you through some of the

lessons, you might feel like you're off track with some of your observations.

This is an incredible book that developed my foundation and tools for studying the Bible. Because it

gives you the practical equipping, it also gives you the motivation to get into God's Word. I

recommend this book to others often. It's readable and written for the layperson's usage. The

examples are helpful and the exercises are challenging and useful in giving you a starting point.

If you want to get deeper in studying Gods word, this book is an awesome resource to help with

that.

Thank you

Very detailed method of Bible study. Helps to learn the context and correct interpretation meant at

the time it was written. Very helpful.

This book and workbook have been instrumental to the growth of my knowledge of God and

understanding more of His character and my own character. Truly a blessing to own these books.

This book is for everyone whether you're an avid reader or think reading the bible is too way over

your head. He offers a simple and timeless method to approach the scriptures with confidence and

even, dare I say it, joy!
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